(4) Unfriendly organizations.

None.

(5) Miscellaneous.

The Special Higher Police in ARAO (near OMAHA) and AMAUSA (on OMAUSA TO) were found to be dissolved as ordered by SCAP. Their records were impounded.

D. CIVILIAN POPULATION.

No change.

E. MISCELLANEOUS.

(1) PRESS SURVEY.

The NITTO NIPPON SHIMBUN of Oct 21 reported "Upon request of the OKURA occupation force, OKURA, SHIKJO, and West OKURA schools will hold a combined field day with the American shortly."

"In order to meet the necessity of the English language in welcoming the occupation army, the city of YAWATA is opening a class in English at the City KOKUAIN School from Monday, 22nd, 3:00 to 5:00 PM daily. All interested in this class are welcomed. The instructor will be Miss TOSHIKO FUKAZU of the mayor's office."

"About five-hundred 250 kilo bombs and several thousand hand grenades turned over to the occupation force by OKURA Sector will be disposed of in the ARAKEZ Sec. They will be transported by train to the shores of SHIKABARI city, from where they will be transferred to the barge and then to sea burial which will be performed in the presence of the occupation army."

The SAGA SHIMBUN of 21 Oct reports "110,000 tons of shipping and 1,500 freight cars are idle in the KAMON area. Of course the ships are waiting for the cleaning of the channel, but we are puzzled about the trains which should be handling coal, food, and lumber."

"A Col. Wilson stepped into a barber shop in SHIOMI-MACHI, SHIKJO, talked the proprietor out and started to cut the hair of the many writing American customers himself. He was once a barber by occupation so his venture became very popular."